
1st Wamboin Scout Group
Cub Scout Section

PROGRAM
Outdoor Scouting

23rd March 2005

19:00 Opening Inspection, Grand Howl, Flag Break
Duty Six: Tawny

19:10 Game
Active
Indoor/Outdoor

British Bulldog
One Cub in the middle of the playing area, all the others at one
end. Cub in the middle calls “British Bulldog” and all other Cubs
must run to the other end of the playing area. The Cub in the
middle must tag as many of the other Cubs as possible while they
are running from end to end. Cubs help the Cub in the middle
when they are tagged. Last Cub caught is the winner.

19:20 Game
Active
Teamwork
Indoor/Outdoor

Tunnel Ball
Teams line up in relay formation at one end of the hall, a ball for
each team at the other. On the signal, the Cub at the head of each
line runs to the other end of the hall, retrieves a ball, returns to the
head of his team and passes the ball through his/her legs to the
next team member (the Cub at the back of the line). The next team
member does the same (runs to the end of the hall, then back to
the head of the team, and passes the ball back), and so on until the
Cub who was originally at the head of the line receives the ball (at
the end of the line). He/she then runs to the other end of the hall,
leaves the ball and returns to the head of the team line.
First team to return the ball and finish at attention is the winner.

19:30 Game
Active
Coordination
Indoor/Outdoor

Broomstick Balance
Sixes in relay formation, each with a broom/broomstick/stick
(something with a bit of weight on the (top) end is easier to
balance). Balancing the broom/stick on their hand, the first Cub
must run to the end of the hall and back. The broom/stick is
passed to the next Cub, and so on, until all have had a turn. First
Six finished (at attention, in a straight line) is the winner.
Try to balance the broomstick on the chin or forehead if Cubs can
do it on their hands.

19:40 Activity Boomerang Test 5 – Outdoor Scouting
Bronze Contour Quiz, then Map Reading Exercise
Silver/Gold Map Reading Exercise (Cubtown Hike Map)



20:10 Game
Instructional
Sense Training
Indoor

Gladiators
At the end of the Hall stand 3 Gladiators. In front of each, line up
the Pack in Teams of equal number. Each Gladiator has a bucket
over their head, a compass in one hand, and a staff in the other.
The other members of each Team are the Controllers, and, in an
orderly fashion, one at a time from each Team in succession, they
issue orders to their respective Gladiators. The Gladiators can
move one pace at a time, when they are ordered to do so, and the
Controllers must call out what direction the pace is to be made in.
The orders may vary and the Gladiators could be ordered to lunge
with their staff or to crawl forward. A lunge consists of holding the
staff vertically, at arm's length, and then lowering it gradually so as
to strike another Gladiator on the bucket. A Gladiator who is
struck in this way is eliminated. The team whose Gladiator remains
alone is the winner.

20:20 Game
Coordination
Indoor/Outdoor

Silent Ball
Pack in a circle. A ball is thrown between players, across the circle,
and never back to the thrower. The ball must be thrown so that it
can be caught easily by the intended recipient. If the ball is thrown
too high, too wide, too hard etc., or to someone who is out of the
game, the thrower loses a life. If the catcher fails to catch a
reasonable throw, the catcher loses a life. Everyone must also be
silent throughout the game—any noise results in the loss of a life
for the culprit. When there is any doubt about who is to lose a life,
all players point to the player they think is at fault—majority rules.
Each player usually gets three lives. On the loss of the first life, a
player must go down on one knee, and continue playing in that
position. On the loss of the second life, they go down on both
knees. On the loss of the third life, they are out of the game and
must sit quietly in their place in the circle until the conclusion of
the game.
Last player in wins.

20:25 Closing Award Presentations:

Grand Howl, Flag-down
Announcements:
Reminders:
Prayer
Duty Six for 30/3: Grey



Reserve Game
Active
Indoor

Burrowing Balls
Divide into teams of at least 8 Cubs. Each team makes a circle, feet
wide-apart and touching the next person’s foot on either side. One
player has the ball to start. The aim off the game is to get the ball
into a burrow (gap between legs) by rolling or throwing. Each
person is competing against the others in their circle. When the ball
gets through someone’s legs it is retrieved by that person and
thrown again. Feet must not move. Quick reflexes are needed!

Reserve Game
Active /
Coordination
Indoor

Chair Walking
Teams have a number of chairs, one more than the number needed
for all the team to stand on huddled together. Teams must move
from one end of the hall to the other, without touching the ground
(except at the beginning and end of the trek), by moving chairs one
in front of the other.

Reserve Game
Instructional
(Revision)
Indoor

Moving Compass
Break up into groups of 4 and/or 8 (depending on experience). If
numbers do not work out, then some groups could have vacant
compass points marked by a chair or box.
Groups stand in a circle. Leader or Cub/Scout (in centre) faces
someone and says "You are North". Others take turns to say what
direction they are. Leader/Cub/Scout then turns to someone else
and again says "You are North". Others have to work out what
direction they have become. And so on.

Reserve Game
Instructional
(Revision)
Indoor

Round Promise & Law
Site the Pack in a group. Choose someone to say the first word of
the Promise or Law. Then point at random to the next Cub Scout
who should say the next word. Continue in this fashion until both
the Promise and the Law are completed.

Reserve Game
Sense Training
Indoor

Steps
Cubs take up any position, standing on the floor of the Hall. One
Cub is blindfolded—his object is to touch one of the other Cubs.
Cubs may take a total of three steps only, in any direction, to dodge
the blindfolded Cub.
When a Cub takes his/her first step, he/she places one hand on
his/her hip. After the second step he/she places his/her other
hand on his/her other hip. After the third step he/she folds
his/her arms. This enables every player to see at what stage the
others are.
After a Cub is touched, he/she becomes the blindfolded Cub, and
the others are allowed three more steps. Change the blindfold
periodically if progress is slow.

Reserve Game
Sense Training
Indoor

Time it Right
Leader nominates a time interval (15 – 60 seconds) and Cubs raise
their hand when they think the time is up.


